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ABP VIRTUAL ACADEMY:
„BRIDGING“ TRAINING MODULE
CALENDAR FOR VIRTUAL TRAININGS ONLINE

RAPID RESPONSE

HOW ABP GOT SAN GREGORIO
BACK INTO PRODUCTION QUICKLY

THINKING ABOUT THE FUTURE

ABP IS TRAINING THE NEXT GENERATION –
APPLICATIONS ARE NOW POSSIBLE
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Virtual training for
emergency situations
ABP Virtual Training: With the „Bridging“ module,
foundry employees can practice on a digital twin

Introduction
Working
under
extreme
conditions – this is something
our customers have been
accustomed to for decades.
After all, foundries often operate
in harsh working environments.
However, the many developers,
service and sales employees
have also had to work under
such extreme conditions in
recent months, as the pandemic
is making great demands on all
of us. And this gives me all the
more reason to be pleased with
the current development of our
company.
The digitalization team is doing
an outstanding job and has
launched several new modules
in the past few weeks, including
the event calendar for the ABP
Virtual Academy as well as the
first training modules for ABP
Virtual Training.
In addition, there are positive
signals from the foundry market
as well - customers and sales
are beginning to feel optimistic,
which we aim to boost with new
products in the weeks to come
– now, this is something you can
look forward to!
With best regards
and Glück auf!
Till Schreiter, CEO
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The ABP VIRTUAL TRAINING is an
important part of the ABP VIRTUAL
ACADEMY. This is where important
actions, work steps and emergency
measures can be planned – from
any location and at any time, on a
virtual twin of a system. Modules
such as the „Bridging“ module can
be used to train scenarios that
would ideally not occur in real life –
but which cannot be easily trained
in real-life situations either. This
makes it possible to virtually stage
real conditions that would not be
possible to create on the actual
object for safety reasons. The
virtual training courses are also a
tool for training new employees.
ABP‘s virtual training modules can
be easily completed as a desktop
application like a computer game
or interactively in the room using
special equipment.

The virtual training modules are
developed by ABP‘s digitalization
experts and are based on years
of experience in the field, as well
as on feedback from various ABP
customers. As such, special training
modules can also be developed
for irregular maintenance and
malfunctions that occur only
infrequently.
Individual scenarios just for the
production environment of a single
customer can also be developed.
There are numerous advantages
to virtual training. Because of the
abstraction factor, there is never any
danger for man or machine, and
at the same time, working on the
system is extremely realistic because
of the interaction it provides. On the
other hand, the virtual trainings are
particularly efficient.
Production operations are not
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restricted, there is no need for costintensive melting, and time can be
saved thanks to the accelerated
simulation. Since training can be
conducted at any time in basically
any location, you also save on
travel expenses and unproductive
employee time as a result of

Booking dates
in the calendar
In addition to individual,
closed training sessions for
customers, the ABP Virtual
Academy also offers open
seminars and lectures. This
includes virtual training, such
as the Bridging module, but
also lectures (in German,
English and French) as well as
sessions in the ABP Virtual
Classroom, the second part
of the Academy. All dates are
listed in the new ABP Induction
event calendar. Here you can
browse through the dates,
choose topics and dates,
and sign up directly online.
The event calendar can be
found at www.abp-blog.de/
veranstaltungen.

traveling.
A very striking example is the training
to prevent bridging in the induction
furnace of our foundry customers.
When melting in the induction
furnace, the charge material can
form a solid blanket above the active
coil because the electromagnetic
field no longer couples there. This
can interfere with the actual melting
process by causing this part to get
stuck and prevent the scrap from
sliding into the active part of the
coil. The potential consequence:
This results in severe overheating
of the melt in the lower crucible
section, which loses contact with
the scrap suspended above it.
This overheating can attack and
damage the furnace lining. Failure
to detect this in time can result in
furnace blowout or explosion due
to overheating. All in all, this is a
process that can have a massive
impact on safety and operation and
must be avoided at all costs.
This is where training comes in: ABP
Induction has developed a virtual
training module specifically for the
bridging phenomenon. It allows the
scenario described to be simulated
and then trained - on the digital
twin of the system and thus not in a
direct production environment, but
in a highly practical manner while
taking all safety-relevant aspects

into account. The employee trains all
work steps virtually and is also able
to experience hazardous situations
in this special training that are
impossible to train in the physical
environment – and, in the best case
scenario, should not ever occur at
all.

Key facts about
virtual training
• Realistic simulation of the
hazardous situation „bridge
building“
• Gamification factor to
ensure a high level of
training motivation
• Practical training on a
virtual twin
• Location and timeindependent training and
no traveling required
• Perfect onboarding
measure for new employees
• Repeatable at any time,
individually adaptable
to any new furnace
configuration
• Can be documented in
the myABP portal for the
purpose of recording
employee competencies
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Fast action for
sustainable implementation
Thanks to the quick response to a request from San Gregorio, we were able to provide
rapid assistance to the company, which is among the world leaders in roll casting
Reliability, plant availability and
efficiency are invariably at the top
of any requirement specification
when it comes to equipment for
foundries and steel production
plants. ABP Induction has been
a key partner for foundries and
producers all over the world for
decades. An exciting project in
Italy at San Gregorio Fonderia
Officina Meccanica Spa shows just
what this means in practice.
The company looks back on a
long tradition: Founded in 1964 as
a private company owned by the
Crespi family, it is now in its second
generation and produces rolls up
to 18 tons finished weight. The San
Gregorio roller foundry is widely
considered to be one of the leading
foundries in the world, thanks to
constant investments and decades
of continuous specialization in the
field of nodular cast iron rollers. At
present, 80 percent of the production
of the world market leader from San
Macario di Samarate, northwest of
Milan, is destined for export.
The company‘s outstanding market
position means that San Gregorio
can count on full order books.
However, this also entails a certain
amount of time pressure and often
production stress, under which
the team and the systems have to
operate. If one adds to this the high
customer requirements for these
special rolled products, reliability,
plant availability and efficiency are
of utmost importance. Dealing with
this requires reliable technology
and strong partners.
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„We were using melting equipment
and converters from a local
manufacturer, but they themselves
ceased operations years ago. The
first consequence: Service and
spare parts are hard to come by,“
San Gregorio says. San Gregorio
then experienced the second
consequence in practical operation
at the end of 2018: A defect in
the system brought operations
to a standstill for two full months
because there was simply no service
available for the old model. Other
plant shutdowns in the production
chain were unavoidable, as there
were also no other melting units
available as a backup.
San Gregorio contacted our inhouse experts via the ABP Induction

website. We contacted the customer
that very same day to respond to
the urgent request. Carutti, as ABP
Induction‘s representative in Italy,
conducted the discussions with the
customer together with the ABP
experts in order to put together
the most suitable offer within the
shortest possible amount of time.
After submitting a cost estimate in
February 2019, a customer visit was
conducted in March with Carutti
and ABP experts to perform a
survey of the local conditions by the
specialists. Based on this survey,
the final offer was then prepared
with all the specifications and
special features that the customer
required. The offer also had to be
drawn up very carefully because
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as many existing components as
possible were to be integrated
into the new system. A new 4.25
MW / 145 Hz converter with a high
constant power range was installed.
The existing condenser frame with
34 condensers was able to be
reused and adapted, as well as the
transformer and the cooling water
monitoring system for the furnace.
The pump station for the electrical
system was to be newly installed,
as well as a new control cabinet
with a melting processor, plus a
new temperature measurement
system. A new console near the
melting furnace was also necessary
to ensure better operability. The
pump control and control cabinet
for the furnace cooling system, on
the other hand, were to remain and
be integrated, as were the existing
hydraulics.
The entire project was implemented
on site with a site manager and
additional
external
installation
personnel.
The
commissioning
and training of the San Gregorio
personnel on site came at the very
end of the project.
This overall configuration provides
an indication of the very practical
challenges that then arose during
execution. This actually was a
kind of „open-heart surgery“,
and there was also the task of
integrating third-party components
for which there was insufficient
documentation. Of course, the
coronavirus pandemic also had
an impact: The region around
San Gregorio‘s headquarters was
massively affected by the pandemic
in the spring of 2020, so project work
had to be postponed over and over
again.
Apart from that, the actual project
time was able to be adhered to.
We even succeeded in completing
all the work a few days below the
originally planned time window.
This also meant that the customer
was able to go back into production

much earlier. And that‘s not the only
advantage for San Gregorio: „After
acceptance and commissioning of
the system, we are now fit for the
future thanks to ABP‘s advanced
technologies. With this, the system
now has a digital interface, so
that we were able to bring what
was actually an old system up to
date with the latest components,“
says Valerio Crespi, partner at San
Gregorio. This ensures full spare
parts availability for all ABP parts
and components.
For instance the DICU3: Absolutely
nothing works in an ABP thyristor
melting plant without the „Digital
Inverter Control Unit“. The DICU3 is
M2M-ready, so that error analysis
can be performed via remote
service. This makes customers‘
systems Industry 4.0-capable. In
addition, the PRODAPT®-Advanced
melt processor calculates energy
requirements based on furnace
content and automatically controls
the energy supply for the melting
and holding operation.
„Thanks to the new components,
we are equipped for ABP‘s 24-

hour service and digital Expert on
Demand,“ says the ABP customer
with delight. Here, ABP experts can
provide completely digital, locationindependent
and
contactless
assistance. The core tool here is
Augmented Reality: It makes it
possible for ABP experts to see
exactly what the customer sees. To
do so, the customer uses AR glasses,
a tablet or simply a smartphone. ABP
brings a greater level of intelligence
into the furnace systems – for
the highest possible productivity,
maximum availability and optimum
quality on the customer‘s side.
All in all, San Gregorio is extremely
satisfied with the support and
implementation
provided
by
ABP Induction. The ABP experts
are also very happy with the
fast implementation and the
manner in which they mastered
the major challenges, especially
the digitalization of the system
and the successful integration of
existing components. A further
important aspect was the excellent
cooperation with the employees of
the customer San Gregorio.
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Creative new generation
learns for life at ABP
This is how training as an electronics technician and construction mechanic works
For ABP Induction it is important
to give the next generation great
opportunities and at the same
time to invest in the future of
the company. That is why ABP
Induction has been continuously
training employees for many years.
Anyone interested in our training
program can contact Sarah
Culhaci-Rosenbaum, HR Advisor
Human Resources at ABP.
ABP offers vocational training as an
electronics technician for industrial
engineering and as a construction
mechanic with a focus on welding
technology – applications can be
submitted directly via the
6

Careers page on the ABP website.
The training lasts 3.5 years in each
case. „For both training programs,
ABP also supports its apprentices
with additional external exam
preparation,“
explains
Sarah
Culhaci-Rosenbaum.
The
apprentices benefit from the
applicable
collective
wage
agreement and have a 35-hour
week with flexitime. „In addition,
they can also take advantage of our
health prevention offers,“ she says.
Given the company‘s extensive size,
the HR department makes sure that
there are regular exchanges: „The
apprentices have the opportunity to

share ideas with each other in the
training consultation hour and voice
their concerns to the trainers and
training management.“
For both training courses, applicants
should have an affinity for manual
work,
attach
importance
to
accuracy and, as a basis for their
studies, have a secondary school
leaving certificate with good
grades in the natural sciences.
Interested applicants can contact
Sarah Culhaci-Rosenbaum, HR
Advisor Human Resources at ABP,
by calling: +49 231 / 997 2466 or
by email at sarah.rosenbaum@
abpinduction.com.
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YouTube videos
Several videos about the
ABP apprentices have been
produced in cooperation with
Dortmund@Work. These videos
provide an introduction to our
junior employees and also give
viewers a look behind the scenes
at ABP. The films can be found
on ABP‘s YouTube channel:
http://bit.ly/2XlA5qh
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Our latest contracts
WESO Aurorahütte GmbH
Germany | Casting equipment,
type OCU 38
Olbersdorfer Guß GmbH
Germany | MF crucible furnace,
type FS 15, 800 kW
ALD Vacuum Technologies
GmbH | Germany
MF power supply, 5 MW /
120 Hz / 600 V
YGG – YEONGGUAN Group
Taiwan | 1 x MF crucible furnace, type IFM 7, 11.7 t / 6,100 kW /
250 Hz - TWIN-POWER®
2 x MF crucible furnaces, type
IFM10-S, 30 t / 16 MW / 240 Hz
- TWIN-POWER®
Swiss Steel | Switzerland
ESS6 bar heater with 3 zones,
5.4 MW
SOUTH32 – Hillside Aluminium
(Pty) Ltd. | South Africa
MF crucible furnace, type FS 20,
1,250 kW / 300 Hz

Fair
METAL + METALLURGY CHINA
Meet the ABP Team
in Shanghai: National
Convention & Exhibition Center
Hall 3 - Stand no. 3C08
May 26 to 28, 2021

Imprint
ABP editorial staff:
Markus Fournell, Ulrike
Szymura, Dr. Marco Rische
(responsible)
Realisation:
Michael Braun
(Medienhaus Waltrop)
Suggestions, contributions
and questions an ulrike.
szymura@abpinduction.com
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Ultra-thin hot rolled
strip on an Arvedi ESP

New lower limit of 0.6 millimeters thickness reached
The
Chinese
steel
producer
Rizhao Steel Group Co, Ltd has
now succeeded in producing
ultra-thin hot-rolled strip with a
thickness of just 0.6 millimeters
thanks to an Arvedi ESP (Endless
Strip Production) from ABP parent
company Primetals Technologies.
This is an unprecedented level for
hot-rolled strip worldwide. This
low level of thickness can cover
more than 80 percent of standard
cold rolling thicknesses. This
has expanded Rizhao‘s product
range, particularly in cold strip
replacement. This milestone success
was achieved just six months after
commissioning.
Rizhao Steel Co., Ltd., a company of
the Rizhao Steel Holding Group, is
located 30 kilometers from the port
of Rizhao in the south of Shandong
province. The company boasts a
production capacity of around 15
million tons of crude steel. Rizhao
Steel‘s product portfolio includes
hot rolled coils, wire rod, bars and
small l-beams, which the company
predominantly sells to its Chinese
customers. The Arvedi ESP system
No. 4 is one of a total of five castingrolling systems ordered by Rizhao
from ABP parent company Primetals
Technologies and is designed for an
annual production of 1.7 million tons
of high-quality ultra-thin hot-rolled
strip in widths from 900 to 1,300
millimeters. The maximum casting
speed is seven meters per minute
and the coil weight is 28 tons.
Thicknesses of 0.8 millimeters are
guaranteed on ESP systems, which
are also used at industrial level
and traded on the market for direct
applications. While a strip thickness
of 0.8 millimeters can cover around
50 percent of the cold rolling
thickness, more than 80 percent

of the cold rolling thickness can be
achieved with a strip thickness of
0.6 millimeters. The lower limit for
conventional hot strip production is
1.8 millimeters thick, or 1.2 millimeters
for special processes.
This success was made possible
by the established properties of
the ESP process, such as extremely
high process stability and constant
speeds and temperatures. ABP
Induction supplied a heating system
for this purpose, which offers special
advantages for the ESP process by
means of a transverse field. A total
of ten cross-field modules with an
output of 3 MW each were installed.
Concurrently, technologies were
further developed which in their
original form were only used for
high-quality products in the cold
rolling mill. For example, „ultrathin rolling technology“ is used for
the control system, which is based
on control concepts of cold rolling
technology.
The Arvedi ESP system produces the
hot strip directly from liquid steel
in a continuous and uninterrupted
production process in a connected
casting-rolling line. In systems of
this type, the energy consumption
and the associated costs involved
are up to 45 percent lower than in
conventional systems with separate
casting and rolling processes. This
also results in significantly lower CO2
emissions. On top of this, at only 155
meters in length, the dimensions of
these systems are significantly more
compact than those of conventional
casting-rolling plants. The castingrolling mill is controlled by a uniform
and integrated basic automation
(Level 1) and process automation
(Level 2), which ensures the finely
tuned interaction of the casting and
rolling process.

